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The challenge of 

providing flexible 

capacity

The single greatest and most costly

problem faced by anyone involved

in the management of office space

today is managing capacity. The

fluctuations in today’s markets and

economic climate result in a

constant cycle of expansion,

downsizing and restructuring in

even the most stable of

businesses. However, with

conventional property deals and

lease terms, the buildings that

accommodate each business are

inherently inflexible.

However there is a severe

mismatch between the business

cycle of growth and contraction,

and the ability to acquire and divest

space.

In addition to large-scale changes

to company size, there is an

ongoing level of churn within the

workforce due to staff turnover and

internal restructuring. Such churn

may not require a change to the

total volume of space occupied, but

is likely to demand a degree of

change within this space. A ‘box’

move for example creates minimal

disruption, as it simply involves an

employee moving from one

workstation to another, existing

workstation. Larger scale moves,

for example to reflect the creation

of a new teamwork area, are likely

to require furniture, cabling and

sometimes even partition walls to

be moved. Even the most basic

restructuring costs money to

implement, and the Facilities

Manager is tasked with minimising

these costs.

The total churn created by both

company-wide and local movement

of staff combined is thought to be

somewhere between 50-100%,

depending on the business sector.

The challenge for FM and property

managers is significant:

Clearly the key to managing

capacity in the short to medium

term is to enable as much flexibility

as possible.

Solutions need to optimise the

versatility of workspaces, maximise

the space utilisation, and enable

moves to be implemented quickly

and at low cost. For the short-term

there are a number of solutions

that can be implemented with little

or no structural change to the

workspace:

The fluctuations in today’s markets and economic

climate result in a constant cycle of expansion,

downsizing and restructuring in even the most stable

of businesses..

to ensure that capacity is as closely

matched to demand as possible; to

continually strive to cut the costs of

running each building; and while

doing so add value by creating the

most attractive and productive

workspace to impress employees

and customers – no mean feat.

Smaller workstations will enable

growth in the workforce to be

accommodated in the same space.

For example, this could be

achieved through the use of flat

screen monitors, a clear desk

policy and making maximum use of

electronic filing to replace paper

mountains. Minimalist office

furniture can also save space,

while being practical and stylish.

The management of 

office space today is 

managing capacity

short-term solutions

“

”
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A home or remote working policy

can be promoted or reduced in

response to variations in workforce

size where there is little flexibility in

the office accommodation.

Although these solutions may not

require structural changes to the

office space, investment may still

be needed to provide the suitable

technology, for example for hot-

desking or home working. In

addition, if more workers are to be

packed into a limited space, it is

essential that communal facilities

are of a high standard to retain a

relaxed atmosphere and an

attractive workplace for employees

– e.g. coffee areas and informal

meeting points. The reduced

privacy and potentially increased

noise levels also need to be taken

into consideration in planning a

more compact office layout.

…the key to 

managing 

capacity in 

the short to 

medium 

term is to

enable as 

much 

flexibility as 

possible.

“

”

More flexible workstations can

be achieved by free address / non-

assigned worksettings – i.e. hot-

desking. The average occupancy

rate of many offices is as low as

50%, but hot-desking requires far

fewer desks than workers so can

increase this rate. In addition, the

use of homogenous modular or

free-standing furniture systems

simplifies workstation

reorganisation or redistribution into

smaller or larger worksettings.

Optimising worker to facilities

ratios can improve efficiency and

avoid wasted space. However, this

is not an easy concept to put into

practice. As yet, there is little

shared experience and no

universal rules available to

determine the ideal ratio of printers

to workers for example. Such ratios

would also be highly variable

depending on the type of work

being carried out. For example, a

telecommunications company has

used the following ratios to

determine numbers of desks

required for their highly mobile

workforce:

• 1:1 office based individual with

permanently assigned

workstation

• 1:2 workstation shared between

two for part-time office workers

• 1:4 ‘hotelling’ – shared

workspace that is booked out

by workers in advance

• 1:60 hot-desking for highly

mobile workers to use on a first-

come first-served basis

Maximising remote working

levels simply means that fewer

people are in the office at any one

time.

Solutions need to 

optimise the

versatility of 

workspaces, 

maximise the 

space utilisation, 

and enable

moves to be 

implemented 

quickly and at low 

cost.

“

”
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To create a still more flexible office, techniques can be

used during building or fit-out (or retro-fitting) to facilitate

likely future changes. Flexible structures are ideally

introduced at an early stage:

The universal, open plan office design is easily the

most basic, and mostflexible. This can be

complemented by more flexible IT provision, including

zonal distribution of cables and use of Voice over

Internet Protocol to reduce the amount of cabling

required (no separate telephone line) and simplify the

transfer of extension numbers to new locations.

Moveable spine walls enable both the simple

reorganisation of office layout, but also carry power and

network cables with them as they aremoved.

Raised floors or false ceilings can hide access areas,

enabling power and IT cables to be redistributed with far

greater ease.

Centralised and consolidated support facilities, such

as locating printing, post and vending machines in one

location, will minimise space utilisation and simplify

maintenance of these areas.

Multi-functional areas can be incorporated that are

easily adapted to accommodate additional workstations

when space is at a premium, then revert into meeting

areas when, for example, the office based workforce

shrinks.

A flexible workforce can be achieved through increased

home working and hot-desking, as described above. In

addition, technology such as wireless networking and

video conferencing can enable workers to be free from

the constraints of a fixed location. The formation of

virtual teams or fluid team working spaces is technically

possible, although currently the investment required to

enable these scenarios is still prohibitive for most

companies.

medium-term solutions
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issues: What differentiates this

company? How can the facilities

support that position? How might

this develop over the next 5 years?

2. understanding the strategic

imperatives of the core business:

what can be deduced about the

likely resources and facilities needs

over the longer term?

3. working in cross functional

teams with HR, IT, Finance,

Operations, Strategy and Property

directors, to develop a forward

looking facilities strategy, and set

goals and processes for ongoing,

proactive evaluation and space

planning

As with any of the shorter-term

solutions, the impact on the

workforce needs to be carefully

considered. Flexible tools and

buildings must be complemented

by a culture of flexible working to

be effective, and avoid alienating

the workforce.

If carried out effectively, planning

ahead to anticipate future space

requirements will be the single

most important step towards

minimizing the costs of providing

flexible capacity. In addition, with a

proactive rather than reactive

approach, managers have a better

chance of achieving their dual

objective: to reduce costs, while

still developing the most attractive

and productive workplace possible

for employees.

The single greatest and 

most costly problem 

faced by anyone involved 

in the management of 

office space today is  

managing capacity.

“

”

There are some longer-term

solutions that help facilities and

property managers to respond to

the changing space requirements

of their business. These include

sub-letting empty areas in a

building or renting additional

accommodation as and when

required. However, both of these

solutions are normally costly. Sub-

letting usually entails high initial

costs to partition the space, ensure

separate access, emergency exits

and washroom facilities etc.

Similarly, to rent additional space,

the tenant normally has to fund the

fit-out of that space, an expensive

capital outlay for a temporary

solution.

Companies do exist that act as a

go-between, managing the space

on behalf of both lease-holding

company and tenant. They invest

in the necessary structural changes

and fit-out of vacant office space,

then charge rent to the tenant. The

leaseholder benefits by having

costly vacant property taken off

their hands, while the tenant can

enjoy short-term office rental

without the initial fit-out costs.

However, the most effective means

of avoiding such issues at all is

planning ahead. Many companies

and facilities managers are now

trying to move to a more holistic,

strategic approach to property and

space management, planning at

least 3-5 years ahead. At present,

it is estimated that 50% of churn

may often be the direct result of

poorly planned space restructuring,

rather than due to actual changes

in the company’s circumstances.

However, at present only around

50% of organisations have an up to

date facilities strategy

A strategic approach would

include:

1. understanding the core

business, not simply the facilities

Flexible tools and 

buildings must be

complemented by 

a culture of flexible 

working to be  

effective, and 

avoid alienating 

the workforce.

“

”

long-term solutions

The key to success –

planning ahead
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The Workplace Intelligence Unit was established

by forward thinking inc in 2004 in partnership

with Herman Miller to conduct original research

and develop thought leadership into the

workplace, its link to business strategy and its

role in developing long term corporate value.

The unit is now a research arm of strategy

consultancy forward thinking inc.

We believe a successful workplace is one which

facilitates distinctive ways of working, reflects

and reinforces the corporate identity, and

improves the productivity of the occupants.

about the workplace intelligence unit 

Herman Miller

Journal of Facilities Management

design4design.com

Facilities 

sourcesThe Workplace Intelligence Unit is a research branch 

of strategy consultancy forward thinking inc

www.workplaceintelligence.co.uk

Contact

Indigo House

Holbrooke Place

Richmond

Surrey

TW10 6UD

tel: +44 (0)20 8939 2330

fax: +44 (0)20 8939 2331

George Phillips

george.p@forwardthinkinginc.com
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